
Introduction to Porcelain
Pottery and porcelain are the corner-

stones of collecting and have been

comprehensively used in the culinary

and dining fields. The history of pottery

or earthenware is lost in time, yet we

know it reached an apogee of manufac-

turing excellence with the superb

celadons of the Sung dynasty. (960-

1279AD) Even by the Chou dynasty

(1122-255BC) the Chinese had solved

the problem of storing liquids by

applying non-porous glazes. And at

about this time a start had already been

made in the development of a proto-

porcelain, that is a hard stoneware which

would be refined over the centuries into

a true porcelain. The origin of the word

‘porcelain’ is the Portuguese porcellana,

a cowrie shell. This derives from the

resemblance of the shell to the porcelain

imported into the country from China in

the sixteenth century. True porcelain is

made from kaolin and petuntse,

sometimes explained as a china clay and

a china stone mix, but this is an over

simplification. Its manufacture spread to

Germany in the early eighteenth century,

then across Europe as the century

progressed. Soft paste or false porcelains

were made in France and Britain in the

eighteenth century and are represented

by such names as Worcester, Chelsea or

Bow. Cookworthy at Plymouth invented

hard paste fired at a lower temperature in

the 1770s and ‘hybrid’ hard pastes were

produced at about a dozen or so factories

up to about 1813 (e.g. Newhall, Mason

etc) when its manufacture ceased

altogether. Bone china was established

by about 1800 and was to become the

standard English paste. It contained the

china clay and china stone with the

addition of 50% calcined bone, hence its

name. Although a misnomer it is easy to

see how generations of Britains have

referred to their tea wares as ‘china’. 

It is essential to learn the differences
between the five types illustrated, i.e.
Far Eastern and European hard pastes,
English ‘hybrid’ hard paste, soft paste
porcelains and bone china. Handling
these materials in circumstances where
they have been accurately identified is
essential. Join a ceramic group or
circle. I learned my trade as a member
of the Canterbury Ceramic Circle.
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Part 4: Tableware: With Price Guide 

The Market - New and Old
Secondhand services can cost less
than the food and the wine!

Inevitably we must confront the important

theme of new-versus-old. We will air the ideas

of traditional or modern living, of function or

investment, and consider how old and new

need not conflict but may rather be mixed and

matched to offer the best of both worlds.

There is much to be argued in favour of

buying new. Most people are within reach of

park-and-buy department stores. Everything is

available from oven to table wares and usually

the dishes can be piled into the dishwasher

afterwards, all made for modern living! The

problem is we don’t all live in a modern

Utopia. Many of us find comfort in old things.

We are surrounded by tradition, empathise

with the past, can see and touch our heritage,

and live in homes with a history. One might

argue buying new is practical and economical,

despite the cost of running the dishwasher!

But is this the case? There is a top, middle and

bottom to the ‘new’ market as well as the

‘old’. When buying goods for use, whether

expensive or inexpensive, the economy of

‘new’ may be a fallacy. Most secondhand

goods in the market place are cheaper than

their new counterparts, with the added

incentive of potential investment. New goods

have to cover the manufacturer’s costs and

profit, distribution and retail additions plus the

various tax burdens imposed by the state, in

particular the 17.5% VAT addition. Remember

once you remove new goods from the store

their value plummets. Do new purchases

always reflect the prudent stewardship of the

family budget? The answer is, not always!

However people don’t always buy sensibly

either when buying secondhand. 

There is of course the middle road. The

following pages show that it is possible to buy

extensive services to cover every dining

occasion, such as the Royal Albert on page 47

at only £164! Alternatively buying new could

involve you in the proverbial extras of an arm

and a leg! Most budgets can only cope with

building up their ‘new’ collection a bit at a

time. The alternative is to mix and match. Buy

your oven-to-tableware or dishwasher proof

service for the convenience they bring, but be

prepared to add variety to the dining occasion

in all kinds of ways. Suggestions appear in the

following pages from spectacular table centres

to ‘cool’ strawberries and ice cream on a green

majolica dessert service.

For the prices from real sales of the whole

range of ceramic culinary and dining antiques

check out our on line price guide database or

see our book Pottery & Porcelain Prices at
Auction. Special offer available on page 8.

Chinese blue and white dish, Kangxi (1662-
1722). Oriental porcelain is the earliest type
available in the market place and examples
can readily be found from the Ming and
Ch’ing dynasties. (Last 600+ years)

Meissen tea caddies, c1750. European hard
paste porcelains date from about 1725 up to
present times and are represented across all
European countries except the UK. 

Late 18thC Lowestoft teabowl with the
Redgrave pattern. English soft pastes can be
found from the 1740s to c1800.

Selection of Newhall tableware. ‘Hybrid’ hard
pastes are purely English and examples can
be found from the 1770s to about 1810.

1930s Shelley bone china tea service. Bone
china dates from c1800 up to present times.
However early examples are rare and most
pieces in the market will date from c1820.
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Dessert Services

A Copenhagen dessert
service, c. 1900, comprising:
ten plates and two bowls
with pierced rims and puce
and floral sprigs, printed
marks (12) Sworders,
Stansted Mountfitchet. Feb
05. HP: £200. ABP: £235. 

Even if you are an avid collector, a dinner service

which isn’t dishwasher-proof may not be your scene.

After all there are some very good services for sale in

department stores, many by famous names such as

Spode or Wedgwood, but they are by no means cheap.

Indeed many buy into these sets gradually over time.

There are economy services available, particularly at

outside markets that are dishwasher-proof, durable

and last years. I would suggest white, with moulded

patterns, of say fruit etc around the rim. These will

blend with any other ceramics you may have in your

dining setting. I will come back to this later.

Illustrated are six dinner services which provide a

range of prices, patterns, shapes, styles, materials and

dates from our price guide database at www.antiques-

info.co.uk. (where there are thousands of other lots in

this category) The antique price range will suit any

pocket or style and many services are available that

are more economical than buying good quality new.

For example the Mason’s to the left comes out at about

£18 a piece, the Booths about £10, the Rottenberg

porcelain at under £4 and the Royal Albert under £2

per piece. At these prices breakages are almost irrel-

evant whereas if you are collecting the modern big

names it could be a crying matter! Incidentally the

early nineteenth century Spode Japan pattern, a very

durable stone china, is an incredible bargain at an

average of only £21.29 per piece. Do not reject

secondhand out of hand! If you are looking to buy

check out your local fine art auctions and keep an

open mind. Remember if you do buy antique you have

an investment. If you buy new you don’t! 

Few can afford the Coalport service at £13,526.

However consider the Davenport stone china at a

buyer’s price of £776 or £35 per piece. The plates are

worth at least that singly, and the rarer shell and

rectangular shaped dishes about £80 each. These

would look absolutely incredible decorating a kitchen

or dining room dresser and would make a wonderful

contrast to white for the dessert course. Incidentally

this pattern is known as ‘spiteful bird’ because of the

look on the bird’s face!

For an elegant rather than a rustic look the porcelain

services are still cheaper than new at about £16 per

piece. When discussing earthenwares we talk about

the ‘body’. In discussing porcelains, usually much

finer and translucent, we talk about the ‘paste’. Back

to earthenwares and the eight nineteenth century

Wedgwood sunflower  plates. Majolica is very much a

Victorian concept attempting to emulate the earlier

Italian maiolica. Majolica is an earthenware decorated

with deep semi-translucent glazes, in this case one

colour, the decoration relying  on the moulded pattern.

Such plates are decorative, particularly when used on

a dresser. Imagine the delight they could induce if

presented for the dessert? The colours of puddings,

with their whites, yellows, reds and browns is

spectacular against the green. They can be bought as

services or individually at about £15-30 each. These

were an exceptional bargain at about £19 each! If

economy matters there are many bargains to be found

such as the French porcelain dessert service for £82 or

£6.31 per piece. Think of it, you could buy a service

for less than the cost of the food and the wine!

Fine Coalport dessert
service, richly gilded, each
piece painted with sprays of
flowers and fruit, borders
with gilt ‘C’ scrolls, c1820-
25. (41) Woolley & Wallis,
Salisbury. Nov 01. HP:
£11,500. ABP: £13,526. 

Davenport Ironstone Dessert
Service, each with bird and
floral decoration
comprising, 4 shell shaped
dishes, 3 rectangular dishes,
12 dessert plates and 3 oval
dishes. Crows, Dorking. Jan
03. HP: £660. ABP: £776. 

Early 20thC Continental
porcelain dessert service,
transfer decorated,
comprising two comports,
four serving dishes and
eight 9in diameter plates.
Amersham Auction Rooms,
Bucks. Sep 01. HP: £170.
ABP: £199. 

Eight 19thC Wedgwood
majolica green sunflower
dessert plates. (8) Dee,
Atkinson & Harrison,
Driffield. Mar 04. HP: £130.
ABP: £152. 

French porcelain 13-piece
dessert service, including
three serving dishes, printed
and enamelled with flower
sprays. Gorringes, Lewes.
Jul 03. HP: £70. ABP: £82. 

Dinner Services

Hicks and Meigh extensive
ironstone dinner service,
c1815-22, comprising 123
pieces. Sotheby’s,
Billingshurst. Nov 00. HP:
£11,000. ABP: £12,938.

Early 19thC Spode 221-
piece part dinner service,
Japan pattern in coloured
enamels, gilt highlights,
pattern no 2963, c1805/6
Gorringes, Lewes. Sep 04.
HP: £4,000. ABP: £4,705. 

Extensive Masons ironstone
blue and white part dinner
service, printed in oriental
style with chrysanthemum
bushes: 12 dinner, desert
and bread plates, two sauce
tureens, covers, stands and
ladles, 3 meat plates and
vegetable tureens.
Rosebery’s, London. Sep 04.
HP: £780. ABP: £917. 

19thC Booths part dinner
service: green parrot on a
blue tree, red/pink flowers
and a blue and brown border,
impressed and printed marks,
56 pieces. Ewbank, Send,
Surrey. Dec 05. HP: £500.
ABP: £588.

Part teal dinner service
‘Ena’, designed by Ena
Rottenberg for Augarten
Austria, c1930, service
shape 21, cream coloured
porcelain with modelled
heads to tops of lids etc.,
printed factory mark, some
damages. (78) Rosebery’s,
London. Mar 05. HP: £250.
ABP: £294. 

100 piece Royal Albert
dinner service, Country
Rose. Sandwich Auction
Rooms, Kent. Dec 05. HP:
£140. ABP: £164. 



Table Centres

19thC Meissen table centre
as three cherub musicians
seated atop dolphins, incised
F.117 & impressed numbers,
8.5in high. Clevedon
Salerooms, Bristol. Nov 00.
HP: £790. ABP: £929.

19thC German table centre-
piece, encrusted with flora,
fruit & gilded ornament,
19in high. Amersham
Auction Rooms, Bucks. Mar
02. HP: £500. ABP: £588. 
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The habit goes back to the eighteenth century and cups

and saucers etc can be found from the soft paste porce-

lain period, between say 1750 and 1800. Porcelain is

the preferred material. It is unlikely that sets will be

found, but a harlequin set could be collected. In 1768

Cookworthy at Plymouth, invented a more durable

porcelain known as hard paste. This was continued at

Bristol then Newhall. Hard paste production survived

until about 1813. Bone china had already been

invented, reputedly by Josiah Spode c1789, and was

the standard paste by the 1800s. Incidentally Spode’s

formula contained 25% Cornish stone, 25% china clay

and 50% calcined animal bone, hence its name.

There is opportunity to buy sets of hard paste coffee

cans and saucers, particularly Newhall. There are also

sets of late Georgian cups and saucers available in

bone china, such as Spode or Worcester. Up to 1950

the range becomes enormous. There is no reason to

buy new sets with little investment potential. Nor is

there any need to have your service follow through to

the coffee. Many hostesses use individual bone china

coffee sets. Our examples show the wide range

available. Hundreds more can be checked out on our

website or in our price guide Pottery & Porcelain
Prices at Auction. Finally it is worth studying our last

image, the Wilton ware 15-piece coffee service. At

only £82, that is £4.47 per piece, this illustrates the

bargains that can be found at auction. Here is a service

that will display well and have your guests going blue

with envy! That is after they have gone green with

envy after you served the strawberries and ice cream

on the green majolica dessert plates!

Late 19thC German
porcelain table centre with
cherub and floral encrusted
decoration, 33cm. Reeman
Dansie, Colchester. Apr 06.
HP: £22. ABP: £25. 

Minton Parianware table
centre, as Pan supporting a
vine encrusted dish,
turquoise glazed and gilt
decorated base, 43.5cm
high. Locke & England,
Leamington Spa. May 05.
HP: £100. ABP: £117. 

Bretby table centre in the
form of 3 swan, 16in dia x
8.5in high (impressed mark
to base and No. 1441B), and
a Bretby green glazed leaf
pattern jardinière, 7in
high.(impressed mark and
No. 1222C) Canterbury
Auction Galleries, Kent. Dec
05. HP: £240. ABP: £282. 

Pair 19thC Continental table
centre pieces, 12in. Amersham
Auction, Bucks. Jun 01. HP:
£140. ABP: £164. .

Coffee Services

Royal Crown Derby coffee
set, date code for 1934,
printed and painted by C
Gresley, red printed mark,
each piece signed, pattern
no. A292/3/4. Wintertons
Ltd, Lichfield. Jan 03. HP:
£4,200. ABP: £4,940. 

Royal Doulton bone china
coffee set H4927, ‘Renard
the Fox’. (18 incl lids) Peter
Wilson, Nantwich. Nov 01.
HP: £1,000. ABP: £1,176. 

Royal Crown Derby coffee
set, painted with continuous
seascapes with shipping by
W E J Dean, all signed,
printed mark, pattern 0981,
date code for 1939 and 40,
cased. Mellors & Kirk,
Nottingham. Apr 03. HP:
£3,200. ABP: £3,764. 

Set of Clarice Cliff Autumn
Crocus pattern part coffee
service comprising 5 coffee
cans and saucers, sugar
bowl, milk jug, preserve pot
and cover, coffee pot and
separate saucer, printed
factory mark to underside.
Gorringes, Bexhill. Nov 03.
HP: £800. ABP: £941. 

Wiltonware 15 piece blue
glazed coffee service with
chinoiserie decoration:
coffee pot, sugar bowl,
cream jug and 6 coffee cans
and 6 saucers. Denhams,
Warnham, Sussex. Aug 05.
HP: £70. ABP: £82. 

Cased set of six Paragon
coffee cans, stands and
spoons, English, early 20thC,
each enriched with floral
panels within gilt and blue
borders, the handles and
interiors in gilt, set within a
fitted black leatherette case.
Rosebery’s, London. Dec 04.
HP: £230. ABP: £270. 

I will be discussing dining room furniture later in the

series, but in the meantime the larger round tables up

to four feet wide or rectangular tables at least three

feet wide provide the space and the comfort for dining

in style. Table centres are part of the ethos. Marine

subjects abound such as the dolphins in the nineteenth

century Meissen table centre. This is porcelain, whose

fineness permits great detail in the moulding. Another

German example is shown below and at only £588

would provide a spectacular talking point at any table.

The Bretby table centre is superb, but note the

jardiniere which was part of the lot at £282, incongru-

ously placed on top! The swan subject is modelled to

perfection and I suspect that this price was well under

potential value and an excellent investment. Note the

large size of 16in dia. by 8.5in high. Swans are highly

collectable and are a symbolic element of our religious

beliefs and world mythology. They link the powerful

elements of air and water and represent goodness,

purity and love. In Christianity the swan is associated

with the Virgin Mary. Bretby Art Pottery began life as

Tooth & Ault in 1883 then Tooth & Co from 1887.

The Minton parianware table centre is classic and the

matt white body contrasts with the turquoise glazed

and gilt decorated base. Parian arrived in the early

1840s and facilitated the production of small scale

copies of antique statuary. Its heyday extended to the

1890s.  For simpler tastes there are many nice flower

posies on the market which, when filled for example

with daisies bring a nice fresh appeal to the table.

Ceramics



Servers

Booths ‘Real Old Willow’
six setting tea service and
additional items. Sworders,
Stansted Mountfitchet. Jul
01. HP: £85. ABP: £99. 

Wedgwood pottery blue
glazed salad bowl, plated
rim, with matching servers,
20cm dia. Sworders,
Stansted Mountfitchet. 
Oct 02. 05. HP: £120. 
ABP: £141. 

Pair of majolica basketware
strawberry servers with one
2-handle sugar bowl (lacks
other sugar and 2 creamers)
PODR marks for 1868, prob.
George Jones, 9in. (one badly
damaged) Gorringes, Lewes.
Apr 01. HP: £1,500. ABP:
£1,764. 

18thC Worcester blue and
white asparagus server, 3in.
Gorringes, Lewes. Jun 00.
HP: £160. ABP: £188. 

Tea Services

Composite Clarice Cliff
'Bizarre' service, 'Autumn
Crocus', 6 cups (in differing
sizes), 8 saucers, 6 plates (2
sizes),  teapot and cover, hot
water jug,  milk jug and
preserve jar and cover, gilt
and black printed marks to
bases, 24 pieces. Canterbury
Auction Galleries, Kent. Oct
05. HP: £600. ABP: £705. 

Victorian porcelain part tea
service in Coalport style,
painted with floral sprays
and gilt within a grey/blue
ground, forty pieces.
Rosebery’s, London. Sep 04.
HP: £450. ABP: £529. 
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Silver servers are usually implements such as cake

slices or fish servers. In ceramics the term refers to the

serving dishes which may include the implements.

The strawberry servers are an indulgence. Despite the

extensive damage the value is in the ceramic type, i.e.

majolica, and in the maker. The Worcester asparagus

server is a similar indulgence - a collector’s piece

which will never see useful service. Concentrate on

the excellent range available of deep dishes which can

be used to serve salad or various foods for a range of

courses. The Wedgwood pottery blue glazed example

with matching implements is typical of the fine range

of attractive salad servers available. Such use does not

have to match the dinner ware and can add an inter-

esting dimension to the atmosphere and the food.

Tea services, whether silver or ceramic are currently

out of favour and out of fashion. Even the 24-piece

Clarice Cliff hasn’t performed all that well. You can

buy twentieth century services by companies such as

Royal Doulton or Wedgwood for what amounts to

next to nothing at only a few pounds per piece. Even

high art deco services are frequently fetching under a

£100. If you want such a service to grace a china

cabinet in a traditional setting then the world is your

oyster. Many of the services available are unused and

have served seventy or eighty years of life having only

the occasional dust, or have languished in storage until

their owners have passed on. There are bargains

around. It is the time to buy or at least not to throw out

or sell, what could be an interesting family heirloom.

Candlesticks

Pair of Worcester Flight,
Barr & Barr candlesticks,
c1820, 6.5in high. Sotheby’s,
Billingshurst. Jan 01. HP:
£10,500. ABP: £12,350. 

Pair of Gouda candlesticks,
bases cone shaped and hand
painted stylised flora, black
sconces, candle holders with
blue and brown dot banding,
5.5in high. Dee, Atkinson &
Harrison, Driffield. Mar 04.
HP: £110. ABP: £129. 

Carlton Ware handcraft
candlestick. Great Western
Auctions, Glasgow. Oct 05.
HP: £40. ABP: £47. 

It was suggested in our last edition that candlesticks

and candlelight make the ultimate statement and glass

and silver are the peaches and cream of the dining

table. Even so there is a full range of pottery and

porcelain examples on the market. To make the point

here is a Worcester FBB example at £12,350 down to

a pair of Gouda ’sticks and a Carlton Ware example at

under £50. Gouda or Carlton Ware candlesticks are

not common and candlesticks in general, being well

outside of the ubiquitous categories of ceramics, are a

worthwhile buy. Clarice Cliff single  ’sticks can be

bought from £200-£300. If your ambitions are greater

then you could combine a table centre of flower posies

and candlesticks by going for a 5-piece Clarice Cliff

example. Expect to pay £500-£1,000.

Condiments

Clarice Cliff, Bizarre 3 piece
condiment set, 'Delecia Citrus'
pattern, salt, pepper pot,
1.75in, flake chips, mustard
pot, 2in high, mark to base,
pair 'Autumn Crocus'  conical
salt and pepper pots, banded
bases, 3.25in high. Canterbury
Auction Galleries, Kent. Oct
05. HP: £320. ABP: £376. 

Pair of Royal Doulton
novelty condiments 1996
'Votes for Women' and 'Toil
for Men', both signed by
Michael Doulton 1997.
Boldon Auction Galleries,
Tyne & Wear. Sep 04. HP:
£40. ABP: £47. 

Two Carlton Ware 1960s
cube condiment sets of 3
pieces on stands one in red
the other lime. Boldon
Auction Galleries, Tyne &
Wear. Sep 05. HP: £50.
ABP: £58. 

When we looked at silver we found the range of cond-

iments enormous. I was tempted to illustrate rare and

early ceramic examples but realised I included some

comment in my feature on English delft. However I

should add that Georgian blue and white pearlware

examples are available. They are best sought through

specialist dealers who frequent the higher quality fine

art and ceramics fairs. Here are three twentieth century

condiments. The Clarice Cliff is informative on prices.

There are two Carlton Ware sets from the 1960s which

went cheaply last year. Humour abounds - remember

the silver mouse set in our last edition? Here the Royal

Doulton humour emerges with ‘Votes for Women and

Toil for Men’. Such acerbity could however result in

them being used as missiles rather than condiments!

Ceramics


